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T o  insure justice to  manufacturers, dealers and consumers alilze, 
the St,ation henceforth will make gratuitous analyses of Commer- 
cial Fertilizers only on san~ples t'alten by the Agents of the 
Station or on such others as are properly authentica.ted by the 
certificate of the person drawing the sample and in addition the 
witness, either 

1. Of a Selectman ; 
2. Of an Officer of a farmer's club, grange or  local agricultural 

society; or 
3. Of the Dealer from whose stock the sample is taken. 
4. In  case a Dealer takes samples of his own stoclr, the witness 

of one of the Officers aforesaid will be required. 
I n  special cases of importance the Station may send i ts  Agent 

to  draw samples. 

1. P~qovide a teacup, some large papers and for each sample a 
glass fruit can or t,in box holding about one quart that  can be 
tightly closed, all to be clean and dry. 

2. Open a t  least three full ancl unbroken packages, or if there 
are more than thii-ty, every tenth package, and mix well together 
the contents of each for  a foot in deptll, take out two chpftils 
from clifferent parts of the mixed portions of each paclrage, 
pour them [six in all] one over another, upon a paper, intermix 



thoroughly but quickly to avoid gain or loss of moisture, fill the 
can or box from this mixture, close tightly, fix securely on the 
outside of the can a label with some distinguishing letter or 
mark (which is to be copied in the "Description of Sample" as 
sampler's marlc), and send prepaid to the Agricultnral Experi- 
ment Station, New Haven, Conn. 

3. If convenient weigh separately a t  least three packages,and 
enter these actual weights in the "Description of Sample." 

4. When a sample has been taken i t  shonlcl alzoags be bottled, 
labelecl and the form for its clescription fillecl out completely 
before beginning to sample another fe~*tilizer. 

In case of a fine, uniform and moist or coherent article, a ' 

butter-tryer or a tin-tube, like a clipper handle, put well down 
into the packages in several places, will give a fair sample with 
great ease. 

With dry, coarse articles, such as ground bone, there is liable 
to be a separation of coarse and fine parts on handling. Moist 
articles put up in bags or common barrels may become dry on 
the outside. It is in these cases absolately necessary to mix 
thoroughly the coarse ancl fine, the dry and the moist portions 
before sampling. 

The quantity sent should not be too small. When the material 
is fine and uniform, a pint is enough, but otherwise and especially 
in the case of ground bone, which must be mechanically analyzed, 
the sample shoulcl not be less than one quart. 

I t  is important that samples for analysis should be taken a t  the 
time when the fertilizer is purchased, ancl immediately disputcl~cl 
to  the Station. Moist fish, bloocl 01. cotton seed meal will soon 
clecompose and lose ammonia, if bottled ancl kept in a warm 
place. Superphosphates containing much organic nitrogen will 
suffer reversion of their sol~lble phosphoric acid under similar 
circumstances. Most of the moist fertilizers will lose water 
unless tightly bottled, bot some of the grades of potash salts will 
gather moisture from the air and become a slumpy mass if not 
thoroughly protected. 

Samples as to whose authenticity or fairly representative char- 
acter there is any reasonable doubt, the Station will not analyze. 
The Station reserves the light to reject samples taken from less 
than half a ton of stock or those drawn from goods that have 
beell wintered over fisom last year. 






























